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Abstract Volcanoes subjected to hydrothermal activity
develop weak cores as a result of alteration and due to
elevated pore pressures. Edifices constructed at the angle
of repose of volcanoclastics, or at even more gentle
slopes, respond to internal weakening by initially de-
forming slowly, but may then collapse catastrophically.
Such a process has so far been described for only a few
volcanoes, such as Casita, Nicaragua; however, the con-
ditions for flank spreading are widespread and many, if
not most volcanoes should suffer some alteration-related
flank spreading. We provide analogue models that char-
acterise the structure — surface deformation fields and
internal structures — of a spreading flank. Deformation
creates a characteristic concave-convex-concave flank
profile producing structures such as basal thrusts, summit
normal faults, grabens and strike-slip relay faults. Three
deformation regimes are found: a ‘pit collapse’ regime is
associated with very small volumes of ductile material
located far from the edifice surface. This would not ap-
pear in nature, as time for deformation is greater than the
lifetime of a volcano, unless very low rock viscosities are
present. The other two regimes are flank spreading re-
gimes, one symmetric and one asymmetric. The latter is
the most common, as most volcanic structures are asym-
metrical in form and in distribution of physical properties.
The deformation is controlled by altered region dimen-
sions, volume and position relative to the edifice, and to a
lesser extent by its shape. As the flanks spread, landslides
are created, initially on the steepened portion, but also
from fault scarps. Major flank collapse may occur lead-

ing to explosive hydrothermal decompression and to a
debris avalanche rich in hydrothermally altered materi-
al. We provide several new examples of volcanoes that
have structures and morphologies compatible with flank
spreading. We suggest that it is a common feature, im-
portant in the tectonics and hazards of many volcanoes.

Keywords Gravitational deformation · Analogue
modelling · Hydrothermal alteration · Edifice weakening ·
Flank spreading · Volcano instability · Collapse

Introduction

The 1998 landslide and lahar of Casita volcano, Nicar-
agua, prompted us to re-examine the edifice’s morphol-
ogy and structure, leading to the discovery of flank
spreading caused by hydrothermal alteration (van Wyk de
Vries et al. 2000). This paper proposed that volcanic
edifices are initially built at the angle of repose of scoria,
pyroclastics, and by lava accumulation, leading to a stable
construction. However, continual hydrothermal activity
reduces the strength of fresh rock, especially due to clay
alteration and increased pore pressures (Day 1996; Voight
and Elsworth 1997). This leads to a mechanically unstable
edifice that deforms until either catastrophic collapse
occurs, or a stable shape is regained. Catastrophic failure
potential is directly associated with this kind of situation,
and numerous examples in nature underline the frequent
link between altered materials and flank failures (Wallace
and Waythomas 1999; Komorowski et al. 1999; Siebert
1984; Siebert et al. 1987; Swanson et al. 1995) making
this deformation particularly interesting in hazard evalu-
ation.

At Casita, the characteristic structures are normal
faults cutting the upper flanks, thrusts at the base and
strike-skip faults that relay deformation between thrusts
and normal faults. The shape produced is concave-con-
vex-concave, due to mid-flank steepening and summit
region flattening. A large horseshoe-shape scarp on the
southeast flank of the volcano corresponds to a gravita-
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tional slide deeply-rooted in highly altered rock, and a
weak pumice layer (Fig. 1). While the connection be-
tween deformation and hydrothermal alteration appears
clear at Casita, the relationship between the position and
extent of alteration and the style of deformation is un-
clear. It is necessary to characterise such deformation if it
is to be detected and analysed at other volcanoes. For this
reason we have carried out an analogue study to deter-
mine the structures produced by various geometrical
configurations of altered and fresh rock.

Hydrothermal activity and edifice weakening

Active volcanoes generally have a well-developed hy-
drothermal system. Each hydrothermal system has its own
distinctive size, volume, chemical and physical charac-
teristics and develops in a unique way. A hot, pressurised
fluid circulation is generated and maintained by intru-
sive bodies. A mixture of infiltrating meteoric water and
magmatic fluids interacts with host rocks, producing
brines rich in corrosive chemicals. The fluids thus acquire
an important alteration potential (Lopez and Williams
1993).

Rock alteration and high fluid pressure are two phe-
nomena developed by hydrothermal activity that can
weaken an edifice. Hydrothermal alteration is a general
term grouping mineralogical, textural and chemical rock
changes in response to changes of the thermal and chem-

ical environment including fluids (Wohletz and Heiken
1992). Alteration processes consist of rock dissolution
and precipitation of altered minerals in the free porous
space and in fractures. Depending on pressure, tempera-
ture and chemical composition of water, dissolution or
precipitation will be active in preferential zones inside the
edifice. Dissolution is more efficient when pressure and
temperature increase (Day 1996).

Hydrothermal alteration greatly modifies the physical
properties and behaviour of rocks that lead to a weaken-
ing of the volcanic edifice. Changes of rock properties
depend broadly on the alteration process type (dissolution
or precipitation) and the nature of altered minerals pre-
cipitated.

The fact that alteration processes can change in space
and time means that physical properties of rocks also
change spatially and temporally. When precipitation dom-
inates, cohesion and density may increase. Free space is
reduced and heavy minerals precipitate. The substitution
of a mineral by one of lower density can also occur, such
as clay replacing olivine or pyroxene, and can locally
reduce density. Porosity and permeability decrease as sec-
ondary minerals precipitate and clay forms in the free
space. The appearance of clay can significantly decrease
the friction coefficient (Day 1996). Rock viscosity can
decrease when the temperature and pressure conditions of
a hydrothermal system rise. When dissolution dominates,
the opposite effects from precipitation are expected for
most parameters: decrease of cohesion and density and

Fig. 1A–D Casita volcano, Ni-
caragua. Adapted from van
Wyk de Vries et al. (2000). A
Structural map of the deformed
flanks of Casita showing the
south gravitational slide with its
well-formed horse-shoe scarp,
and the east flank deformation.
B Picture of Casita showing its
deformed topography and al-
tered areas. Another volcano in
the background, San Cristobal,
shows the morphology differ-
ence between a deformed and
undeformed volcano. C DEM
of Casita where flank sections
of (D) are located. D East flank
sections showing deformation:
concave-convex-concave or
convex-concave profiles
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an increase in porosity and permeability. It is more dif-
ficult to assess the modification of viscosity and the fric-
tion coefficient in this case. It is thus difficult to predict
the general behaviour of altered rock masses, although a
strength decrease is a good approximation for clay-rich
altered rocks.

High pore pressure is very efficient in weakening
rocks, probably much more so than the physical modifi-
cations of rocks during alteration (Day 1996). High fluid
pressure in the hydrothermal system favours fracturing
and results in a loss of strength. Furthermore, altered
rocks are more likely to permit very high pore pressure
compared with fresh rocks as cumulative fluid pressure
increases can occur in zones surrounded by areas of low
permeability. Altered rocks can be brittle at small scales
or at high strain rates. Modifications of rock composition,
such as creating a large clay fraction or secondary min-
erals like quartz can, however, favour ductile behaviour
(Petley and Allison 1997; Fournier 1999). Fluid presence
will have a similar effect. When pressure and temperature
conditions are relatively high, and when strain rates are
quite low (10-12 s-1 for example), altered rocks can adopt
a ductile behaviour at edifice scale, even if the mecha-
nism is brittle at a smaller scale. This phenomenon has
been revealed in laboratory experiments on clay samples
(Petley 1996).

In summary, intense large-scale fracturing of rocks
associated with hydrothermal fluids and the combination
of physical, chemical and mineralogical modifications
generated by hydrothermal alteration lead to edifice
weakening. Compared with fresh volcanic rocks, altered
rocks form regions of low strength, and ductile response
can be expected under gravity, resulting in edifice de-
formation and destabilization.

The 3D extent of the hydrothermal system can be
approximated by observing surface manifestations (fu-
maroles, hot springs, apparent altered areas), geophysical
studies and drilling. Surface features give only a very
rough idea of the scale of the hydrothermal system, and
the other methods are very costly. Besides, as the hy-
drothermal system can vary rapidly with edifice evolu-
tion, it can become quite difficult to locate regions af-
fected by the hydrothermal activity.

Analogue modelling

Model scaling

The analogue models are a development of those pre-
sented in van Wyk de Vries et al. (2000). They use two
types of material, a granular mix of sand and plaster to
simulate fresh volcanic sequences, and a silicone putty to
simulate altered areas (Fig. 2). Such materials are com-
monly used in analogue models and the scaling and
physical properties are well known (e.g. Merle and Borgia
1996; van Wyk de Vries et al. 2000). A Mohr-Coulomb
rheology characterizes the cohesive granular material and
the silicone has a Newtonian behaviour when pure and a

Bingham behaviour when mixed with sand. Physical
properties of the materials used are listed in Table 1.

First approach

For a first approximation our models are scaled using
established analogue procedures (Merle and Vendeville
1995; Hubbert 1937; Ramberg 1981) to make sure all
forces, lengths and times are realistic (Table 1). The
length scale is taken to be 10-4 where 100 m in nature is
1 cm in the model. Density scales at about 0.5 (rock is
about 2650 kg m-3, sand-grain mixtures about 1400 kg m-

3), and gravity acceleration is the same for model and
nature. A good approximation of stress is the product of
length scale, density scale and gravity scale and thus is
about 10-5. Cohesion also has units of stress and scales
accordingly, thus the cohesion of the granular material
should be 10-5 times less than the prototype. Cohesion in
volcanic edifice rocks varies enormously, from near co-
hesionless scoria layers, to massive lavas with cohesions
of up to 107 Pa. Pure sand is effectively cohesionless
(Claudin 1999), but mixing plaster and sand creates a
cohesive material up to 100 Pa, and so scales appropri-
ately in the models.

Viscosity is a major unknown in volcanic edifice rocks.
Intact, fresh volcanic rocks probably have viscosities of
1021 – 1022 Pa.s (Ramberg 1981) and are effectively brittle
on volcanic edifice timescales. Altered regions where clay
contents are high should have viscosities similar to those
of clay-rich sediments (very clay-rich to clay sediments
present viscosities of 1017 – 1019 Pa.s). High pore pres-
sures may lower this value by several orders of magnitude
(Cobbold and Castro 1999). Some types of alteration may
raise viscosities, while magma, if present, will lower it.
Magmatic intrusions such as cryptodomes may have bulk
viscosities of 1011 Pa.s or less (Alidibirov et al. 1997).

Our silicone has a viscosity of 4�104 Pa.s when pure
and 105 Pa.s when mixed with 20% sand (Girard 2002).
Scaling viscosity thus gives a ratio of 4�10-13 if we decide
to take the clay-rich case, as edifices are often highly
altered and other factors (such as elevated pore pressure)
also lower the viscosity.

Time in the models is calculated from the viscosity
scale (m*) and the stress scale (s*):

s� ¼ m� � _e�

with

_e�

the deformation rate ratio:

_e� ¼ 1

t�

Using the silicone viscosity value, the time scale (t*) is
found to be 4�10-8, so one second in the model relates to
about 0.79 years in nature. The models can be scaled to
relate to other viscosities (such as lava and less-altered
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Fig. 2A,B Analogue models. A
Sketches of an inclusion centred
model and an off-centred in-
clusion model, with the differ-
ent important geometrical pa-
rameters. B The different sets of
experiments done

Table 1 Scaling: Geometrical and mechanical parameters of scaling and their values in (1) nature, (2) models, (3) nature calculated from
scaling

Variables Values Units

Nature (literature) Models Nature (calculated from scaling)

H Volcano height 0.1�103–5�103 0.1 1�102–5�103 m
R Volcano radius 2�102–2�104 1.2x 10-1–1.7�10-1 1.2�102–8.62�103 m
h Ductile core height ? 1.5�10-2–8�10-2 1.5�101–4�103 m
r Ductile core radius ? 1�10-2–9�10-2 1.5�101–5.22�103 m
rv Volcanic cone density 2.5–2.8�103 1.4�103 2.5–2.8�103 kg m-3

rs Ductile core density 2–2.5�103 1�103 1.8�103–2.5�103 kg m-3

t Deformation time ? 102–4.32�105 (5 days) 1.07�109 (34 years) – 3.08�1014 (9.8 Ma) s
m Ductile core viscosity 1017–1019 4�104 1017–1018 Pa s
F Internal friction angle 30� 30� 30�
t0 Cohesion 106 50 106 Pa
g Gravity 9.81 9.81 9.81 m s-2
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rock); the time scales related to such scenarios are given
in Fig. 3.

Buckingham Pi-Theorem approach

We have also considered a dimensionless number ap-
proach similar to that of Merle and Borgia (1996). Such
an approach scales the models and can help to evaluate
the relative importance of the various parameters. The
approach consists of establishing dimensionless numbers
with all the important parameters of the studied phe-
nomenon taken into account. These numbers have to be
similar in nature and in the laboratory, given the natural
values for which the models are scaled. Merle and Borgia
(1996), studied a cone on a brittle-ductile two-layer base.
Here, the ductile element is included within the cone
(Fig. 2), and geometric parameters are different; however,
the forces involved are similar.

There are 11 variables in our system and 3 dimensions,
thus 8 dimensionless numbers are required to characterise
the system (Table 2). The first three numbers are geo-
metrical characteristics. The others represent the forces,
either implicitly such as in P4 (where unit mass is con-
sidered), or explicitly with the forces of gravity, viscosity,

inertia, and failure resistance (described as unit surface
forces). Formulae of these P numbers are expressed in
Table 3.

The dimensionless numbers allow us to define the
characteristics of the system:

P1 is the average volcano slope and an indication of
the volcano type: stratocones have high values and shields
low values. We expect in general that higher values in-
dicate greater potential for deformation, due to steeper
slopes.

P2 is the ratio between the height of the volcano and
the height of the soft core. It provides a measure of the
force exerted on the ductile core; accordingly, the higher
this value, the greater the rate of deformation expected.

P3 gives the distance of the ductile core from the free
surface, and thus the restraint provided by brittle rocks on
viscous deformation. The smaller this value the lower the
resistance.

P4 is the difference in unit mass (or density) of fresh
and altered rock. The effect of this number is more dif-
ficult to evaluate; higher density of the volcanic materials
may cause higher deformation rates. In the models, we
found that changing the silicone inclusion density had no
detectable effect on the deformation rate, while increasing
the density of the sand mix did increase deformation rate.

P5 and P6 are balances of the driving and resistive
forces of the system. The gravity acceleration being con-
stant, P5 is controlled by viscosity, and is thus propor-
tional to the deformation. P6 is a modification of the P6
of Merle and Borgia (1996), to include the effects of
cohesion. In fresh volcanic rock the failure resistance is
dominated by cohesion, and in volcanoes this can vary
from 0 to 107 (loose scoria to strong fractured rock). We
take the higher value for our highest cohesion in our sand
mix. Likewise, viscosity can vary by several orders of
magnitude for altered rock, and by 10 orders if the in-
clusion is magmatic. P6 could potentially be highly vari-
able and spans the range of volcanic landforms. For ex-
ample, an active lava dome has a low resistance (rubble
carapace) and a low viscosity core, so P6 is high. At the
other extreme a lava shield with little alteration would
have low P6. For further refinement, the effective stress
could be considered to take into account pore pressure
effects. Note that an increase in fluid pressure would re-
duce the viscosity, and thus P6 would be higher, meaning
a higher tendency of rocks to fracture.

The viscosity of rock presents a particular problem for
scaling. Little is known about the apparent viscosity of

Fig. 3 Scaling of time and viscosity. Diagram showing values of
P6 calculated according to the scaling done (points). It also shows
the range of time and viscosity for which the analogue experiments
remain scaled (trends)

Table 2 Scaling: P numbers
and their values

P Number Description Model values

P1 Volcano height / volcano radius 0.58–0.83
P2 Volcano height / inclusion height 1.25–6.66
P3 Volcano radius at inclusion height / inclusion radius 0.33–9.77
P4 Volcano density / inclusion density 1.40
P5 Gravity force / viscous force 0.68–1.26�105

P6 Mohr Coulomb failure resistance / viscous force 1.05–5.75�103

P7 Inertial force / viscous force 1.28�10-10–1.57�10-5

P8 Internal friction angle 30�
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altered rocks. A range of viscosities has to be considered
first, depending on the nature of alteration. If the altered
body is clay-rich, its viscosity can be compared to clay
rich sediments that have values of 1017 – 1019 Pa.s. If we
consider that regions affected by the hydrothermal system
present a high fluid pressure that tends to reduce the
viscosity, we can assume that these are maximum values.

To check if our viscosity values are appropriate we
take the case of Casita volcano, where the age of flank
spreading is roughly known. The age allows us to use the
P6 number to calculate the viscosity of the weak core at
Casita. To do this we also need to define the approximate
geometry of the core: the depth below the summit of
the core top (H’) is estimated at 280 m (H’ calculated
with H = 1400 m and P2 = 1.25). In addition, the P6 value
is fixed at the lower estimated value (1.05), as Casita’s
edifice is highly fractured, and consequently has low co-
hesion. Other values such as density are those in Table 1
(column 3).

The time (t) for deformation to appear is estimated
from the fumarolic activity that has existed for 5 centuries
(Hazlet 1987) and the last summit-building eruption that
has been dated at 8330 € 50 BP (Vallance et al. 2003).
Consequently, deformation began at least 500 years ago
and is less than 8330 years old. From the P6 number, the
viscosity is calculated for the two limit dates. If t = 500
years, mN = 1.49�1017 Pa.s, and if t = 8330 years, mN =
2.48�1018 Pa.s, which are values that are coherent with
our scaling assumptions.

P7 is the balance of inertial and viscous forces. Inertial
forces in nature and the model are extremely small as
velocities are low. However, P7 increases when the vol-
cano deformation changes to a fast moving landslide. This
can happen in nature where fractured rock changes its
state to a flowing granular material; however, this is not
possible with silicone.

P8 is the angle of internal friction. It is not highly
variable as internal friction angles remain between 30�
and 40� in fresh rocks.

For the models, these P numbers have to be similar
to natural values. Table 2 lists the P numbers calculated
using model values and natural values taken from the
literature (columns A and B of Table 1). This approach
allows to calculate the natural values for which the ex-
periments are scaled.

Experimental procedure

The initial model is based on a simple sand cone set on
a rigid support with a silicone core. Because the hydro-
thermal system develops around magmatic bodies inside
and beneath the volcano, the inclusion was placed at the
base of the cone. Nine sets of experiments were run with
different inclusion sizes, shapes and positions (Fig. 2).
Inclusion shapes were cylinders, spheres, hemispheres,
cones, and amorphous irregular volumes. Inclusions were
either axisymmetric or placed off-centre. A set of exper-

Table 3 Scaling: P number and
force formulas. Forces are ex-
pressed by surface unit. See
Table 1 and Fig. 2 for the vari-
able and P number definition.
The difference in core height at
volcano height (H-h) is H’ and
is analogous to the volcano
height (H) of Merle and Borgia
(1996). Both represent the to-
pographic potential applied on
the ductile body. H’ is thus used
for the gravity force and the P6

P numbers
and forces

Formulae

P1 H/R

P2 H/h

P3 R’/r

P4
rv
rs

P5

rv g H�hð Þt
m ¼

rv g H0 t
m

P6

t t0 1þ2 tan F 1þsin F
1�sin F

� ��1
2

� �
þtan F rv g H0 1� 1þsin F

1�sin F

� ��1
� �� �

m þ tan F

P7
rs g h2

m t

P8 F

Gravity force rv g H0

Inertial force
rs

h
tð Þ

2
h

h ¼ rs h2

t2

Viscous force
m h

tð Þ
h ¼

m
t

Failure resistance
force

t¼ t0 þ s tan F¼ t0 þ s1 � s3ð Þ � tan F from Navier-Coulomb criteria

with s1 ¼ rv g H0

with s3 ¼ s1�a
b �

m
t ¼

rv g H0�a
b � m

t (cone load + viscous deformation)

with a ¼ 2s0

ffiffiffi
b
p

and b ¼ 1þsin F
1�sin F
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iments was also undertaken with a sand ridge and elon-
gated inclusions.

In a second set of experiments we introduced a curved
slope, more realistic for convex stratovolcano profiles and
concave shield profiles. Lastly, we combined the Merle
and Borgia (1996) spreading experiments with ours to test
the influence of volcanic spreading on a ductile substra-
tum and flank spreading due to a weak core. The start of
an experiment is defined as the finish of the construction
stage, and the end is defined as the time when structures
have become well-developed. In the case of rapid defor-
mation silicone quickly pierced the surface and began to
flow down the cone. This was defined as the end of
the realistic model, as geologically unreasonable struc-
tures developed (silicone flows). Other experiments did
not deform; consequently, the experiment was terminated
after a time that corresponded to the maximum reasonable
lifespan of a volcano (about 1 Ma).

Models can be constructed quickly, and many repeti-
tions and variations are possible. Initially, the deformation
of the models is observed visually. Then, the models are
photographed, and the deformation is recorded by images,
fault maps and cross-sections. To obtain sections, the
models are wetted after the run to increase cohesion and
cause the plaster to set. Subsequently, they are cut rapidly
into sections to avoid silicone flowage. These steps form
the basis of a qualitative analysis of the experiments.

Deformation is also measured by several additional
methods in order to carry out a quantitative analysis. The

simplest approach is based on the analysis of sequential
images taken either in profile or vertically. Deformation
profiles have been obtained with the first picture acqui-
sition method (Fig. 4 and Fig. 6). No rigorous correction
of the image is done because the deformation is tracked
on a plane parallel to the image plane which reduces
image measurement errors. Optical distortion of the sen-
sor is also neglected as work is done on an image se-
quence.

Full 3-D reconstruction of the model is possible by
stereo pair analysis (Donnadieu et al. 2003) or multiple
image digital photogrammetry (Cecchi et al. 2003). The
latter method was used to generate accurate Digital Ele-
vation Models (Fig. 4 and Fig. 8).

Model results

From the range of models tested we have found three
principle styles of deformation. There are models where
deformation is non-existent or so slow as to be geologi-
cally unimportant (taking the equivalent of several mil-
lion years to form) and where subsidence is limited to the
formation of a pit. These occur with volumes of silicone
below a certain threshold. Above this limit, deformation
either involves the whole cone (symmetrical) or only one
flank (asymmetrical), depending on the original position
of the ductile core.

Geometry of deformation

Pit-type deformation

For the pit-type experiments deformation was limited to a
small annular fault directly above the silicone inclusion
(Fig. 5). The collapse had the form of a piston-like sub-
sidence similar to a pit-crater. Probably the summit load
was high enough to cause failure of the sand at the roof of
the inclusion. Deformation stopped when this load be-
came equal to the resistance of the sand. The central block
had subsided several millimetres for small (<3 cm) di-
ameter inclusions. For wider inclusions, silicone rise in-
tersected the surface if left for a long enough time. In this
case the summit continued to collapse. Such an experi-
ment is not representative of higher-viscosity hydrother-
mal altered cases, but could represent low-viscosity mag-
ma intrusions and pit crater formation.

Symmetric deformation

Symmetrically placed large volume inclusions caused de-
formation all around the cone (Fig. 5). The summit sag-
ged down into the inclusion, and small concentric near-
summit thrusts developed. Radial and concentric fractures
and faults developed in a ring outside the summit sag. The
flanks outside the ring of structures became steeper and
thrusts and landslides developed on the lower flanks. In

Fig. 4 A Acquisition procedure for displacement profiles. Device
showed in plan and in profile. Markers are placed over the cone and
a picture sequence is taken parallel to the deformation axis. Image
analysis gives point displacements in the (XZ) plane. B Acquisition
procedure for DEM generation. Multiple oblique views are taken
rapidly around the model. It gives an image sequence that is used
for 3D reconstruction. Different image sequences in time allow
quantifying the Z deformation and following morphological
changes
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most models a slight asymmetry developed with one flank
spreading out more than the others, as models are never
perfectly symmetric.

The initial linear slope is modified to produce a con-
cave-convex-concave profile. The summit sagging pro-
duces the upper concavity, and the bulging fractured re-
gion the convexity, while the lower steepened area is
concave down to a lower undeformed region.

In the sagging area, the deformation style depends on
the thickness/width ratio of the inclusion. When this ratio
is high (i.e. the inclusion is a tall cylinder), the summit
sags strongly and concentric thrusts are developed. How-
ever, when the ratio is low (i.e. the inclusion is tabular)
the summit sags less, but spreads laterally with the de-

velopment of radial grabens. This effect is similar to that
described for volcanoes spreading on weak substrata by
van Wyk de Vries and Matela (1998).

In all cases the inclusion has a characteristic bowl
shape after deformation. Initially, the sides of the inclu-
sion start to spear outwards and up as the central part is
depressed. The side of the inclusion displaces the sand
and bends up the adjacent layers. The sand develops a
thrust along which the silicone pushes up.

Fig. 5A–C Experimental re-
sults: the three deformation
types. A The pit type deforma-
tion: one picture and two dia-
grams (profile and plane) de-
scribe the deformation ob-
served, that is normal faults
developing above the inclusion
and creating a pit. B The sym-
metric deformation type. Two
pictures show one symmetric
experiment at different times.
The third picture corresponds to
a cut section. Deformation,
drawn on two diagrams, con-
sists of summit sagging and
mid-flank bulging, with normal
concentric faults and radial
fractures developing at the
transition. Thrusts develop early
at the bulge foot and landslides
occur where slopes get steeper.
A gentle asymmetry is general-
ly observed. C The asymmetric
deformation type. Preferential
spreading occurs with normal
faults developing at the cone
summit, sometimes grabens,
and thrusts at the front slump. A
bulge appears and leads to fre-
quent landslides
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Asymmetric deformation

Asymmetric deformation is found when the silicone in-
clusion is off-centre (Fig. 5). In these models the defor-
mation is mostly in the direction of the asymmetry. A
series of arcuate normal faults develops around the
summit, which relay via en-echelon strike-slip faults to a
flank thrust. An antithetic normal fault develops around
the summit, making a small summit graben when defor-
mation is well advanced. Other normal faults develop on a
bulging region above the thrust. The thrust is rapidly cut
by landslides from the bulge. Eventually, a tongue of
silicone pierces the bulge. The profile along the deformed
zone is again concave-convex-concave. The inclusion
shape is similar to that of the symmetrical experiments,
except that one side is preferentially developed into a
tongue that has pushed up the fault.

Displacement profiles

Displacement profiles were generated by photographing
experiments on a vertical plane (Donnadieu et al. 2003).
For symmetric experiments (Fig. 6A) deformation is
predominantly vertical in the upper region while for
asymmetric ones (Fig. 6B) there is a marked horizontal
component towards the bulge. The bulge region shows a
predominantly horizontal movement, with a small down-
ward component. Below the bulge, a small slope-parallel
movement can be seen in the asymmetric profile, which
corresponds to grain sliding along the steep slope.

The deformation vector also changes with time for
individual points (Fig. 7). For a symmetrical experiment
horizontal (X) displacement is roughly constant with
time, but the vertical component (Z) is slightly larger at

the beginning for the summit region. The bulge has a
slight positive Z displacement initially, which then be-
comes negative. Asymmetrical experiments have initially
rapid X and Z displacements; X becomes negligible in the
summit region, at the same time as the graben develops,
but outward movement continues elsewhere. Z displace-
ments also decrease with time, and for the bulge region
become positive for a period. For both sets of experiments
the ratio of X to Z remains linear, except for the initial
stage in the summit area of the asymmetric model.

One ‘pit’-like model was also included (Fig. 6C). Over
the 13 days that it was left to deform, no flank movement
could be seen; however, the profile analysis showed
several millimetres of slope parallel deformation. This
occurred on the first day during which the summit pit
formed.

Deformation fields

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) have been generated
from image sequences taken at different times during
selected experiments. The technique used is a novel 3D
reconstruction approach using a multi-view analysis
(Cecchi et al. 2003). In Fig. 8, DEMs for an asymmetric
and a symmetric experiment are shown. Deformation
structures are accurately reconstructed, even if some
small errors appeared on fractures due to a lack of visual
data for the reconstruction process. Errors are present at
the base of the cone due to lack of texture in the image.
The grain-flow patterns generated during cone construc-
tion are visible as rough lobate texture (Fig. 9). These
DEMs allow quantitative description of deformation
structures by analysing the Z deformation with time. In
Fig. 9, Z deformation maps are presented for selected

Fig. 6 Displacement profiles for each of the three deformation
types. Experiment parameters are given: h = inclusion height, r =
inclusion radius, x = inclusion / cone off-centring. Initial and final
profiles are drawn, as well as (XZ) displacement vectors. These are
proportional to the displacement amplitude. A and B are particular
markers chosen for Fig. 7. The concave-convex-concave profile is
highlighted for both symmetric and asymmetric deformation.

Vertical displacements are dominant in the summit, whereas the
central part of the cone is characterized by horizontal displacement.
Note that there is a small horizontal component in the summit part
for asymmetric experiments. The displacements recorded for the pit
deformation type are very small and located above the inclusion (A
few mm maximum)
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experiments (symmetric and asymmetric), and a combi-
nation of deformation map, DEM and XY displacement
vectors (Fig. 9C). Note that there is a slight asymmetry
also in the symmetric experiment, evident from the de-
formation data, probably due to deviations during model
construction. The Z deformation maps are obtained by
subtraction of DEMs.

Symmetric deformation type

Summit sagging is visible early in the deformation pro-
cess and is constant during the experiment, which is
in agreement with previous displacement profiles. This
sagging is relatively symmetric at the beginning, but
downward movement concentrates on the left half at the
end of the experiment. A large landslide, visible on the
(acq3–acq4) map and on the last DEM (Fig. 8), is cutting

the summit region. Slumps and slides on the central part
of the cone appear early during the experiment and are
characterized on the maps by depressions in high areas
(blue or pale red areas in the central part) and lower zones
of material accumulation (dark red areas). Positive and
negative Z movements roughly equal each other, although
a loss of material at the rim of the reconstructed models,
due to an outward movement, could explain the excess
negative Z movement seen in Fig. 9C (-15 mm against
+11 mm). XY displacement vectors are plotted over the
DEM and the Z deformation map between the beginning
and the end of the experiment. Vectors represent about 50
points detected and followed manually in the image se-
quences. There is a preferential movement direction due
to the slight model asymmetry. Vectors show that the
horizontal movement is greatest at the transition between
the cone summit sag and the flank bulge, this being re-
lated to the small asymmetry. Attempts to follow points

Fig. 7 X and Z displacements with time for symmetric and asym-
metric experiments. Two markers are followed on each experiment,
one located on the cone summit (marker A), and one in the upper
part of the bulge (marker B). These specific points are located in
Fig. 6. As both experiments do not have the same inclusion di-
mensions, direct comparison of velocities and displacement values
is meaningless. The summit region is characterized in both exper-
iments by large (more than 1 cm) and rapid negative Z displace-

ments and by low horizontal velocity and displacements. In the
central part of the cone, where the bulge forms, horizontal dis-
placements and velocity are big compared to Z movement, and
some positive Z movement appears during the point trajectory. For
asymmetric deformation, horizontal and vertical velocities are
bigger at the beginning of the experiment, whereas X displacement
is roughly constant with time and Z slightly bigger at the beginning
for symmetric deformation
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on the bulge area failed because of the loss of texture
associated to the numerous slumping events.

Asymmetric deformation type

During the early stages of deformation (first ten min-
utes represented by the two first deformation maps in
Fig. 9B), a summit depression develops and is limited by
a single horse-shoe-shaped normal fault. A bulge grows
on one flank along the preferential northwest defor-
mation axis, showing first slumps and then two slides.
During the experiment, grabens develop with normal
antithetic faults, while the bulge growth continues. Once
again, negative and positive Z movements roughly bal-
ance each other, but there is a net negative Z move-
ment (-20 mm against +14 mm), explained by outward
movement (material outside the reconstructed area not
taken into account). Reconstruction errors on the cone
rims are easy to locate and can lead to over-estimation of
the Z deformation, as it is the case for the acq2-acq3 map
(over-estimation by +40 mm), the acq3-acq4 map (over-
estimation by -26 mm) and the acq4-acq5 map (over-
estimation by +24 mm) of Fig. 9B. Concerning the XY
vectors shown in Fig. 9C, the horizontal movement is
preferentially orientated outward along the deformation

axis and increases from the summit to the depression and
bulge transition.

Critical parameters in models

Analysis of the various variables can be used to determine
which factors control the transition between the 3 types of
deformation. Most clearly, the data show the transition
between non-spreading pit-type activity and flank spread-
ing (symmetric or asymmetric).

The dimensions of the inclusion have an effect
(Fig. 10A1): both the inclusion dimensionless height
(h/A) and width (r/B) must be large enough to allow
spreading. This relationship alone is not sufficient to
characterize inclusions of different shapes; however, the
volume also gives information on the onset of spreading.
The volumetric fraction, which is a relative measurement
because it takes into account the cone volume, is the
best parameter. A plot of the volumetric fraction against
the inclusion shape (Fig. 10A2) indicates that above 10%
volume all models spread. This also shows that high, thin
(large h/r) inclusions do not spread.

The shape of the inclusion (sphere, cone, square, cyl-
inder) has no appreciable effect on the appearance of

Fig. 8 3D surface reconstruc-
tion of one symmetric and one
asymmetric experiment. DEMs
are created from a multi-view
3D reconstruction technique.
Four and five image acquisi-
tions are done for the symmetric
and the asymmetric experi-
ments respectively. Deforma-
tion is rapid. Accurate recon-
structed meshed models com-
posed of more than 30000 tri-
angular facets show the defor-
mation structures and allow
deformation quantification
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Fig. 9A–C Z deformation maps calculated from the successive
DEMs (Fig. 8) for the symmetric (A) and asymmetric (B) experi-
ments, and scattered deformation fields (XY vectors and Z map)
overlying final DEMs (C). Z deformation maps are obtained by
subtraction between two successive DEMs. Very small deforma-

tions are detected: each colour level corresponds to 1 or 0.5 mm. In
(C), XY vectors in black represent point XY displacements be-
tween the beginning and the end of the experiments. These points
are detected manually on similar view-point images at different
times, with coordinates calculated on the DEM
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deformation (Fig. 10B), although complex shapes create
different deformation patterns.

The inclusion position has an effect on the appearance
of deformation, as it brings the inclusion closer to the free
surface. It also causes the change from symmetric to
asymmetric movement (Fig. 10C).

Thus, it is the intimately linked parameters volume,
size and position of the inclusion that mainly control the
deformation. The volume required to initiate spreading is
only 10% of the edifice volume.

Experiments on other volcano shapes

We made several sets of experiments on analogue vol-
canoes with smaller slope angles down to shields of 10�,
and various shapes, such as ridges. In all these the same
general deformation patterns were revealed, and the same
rule applied, that at about 10% inclusion volume flank
spreading occurred. It is thus important to note that under
the right conditions even volcanoes of very small slope
angles could evolve flank-spreading features.

Comparison with spreading and sagging models

The models presented up to this point show the effects of
altered core deformation on edifices on a rigid base. How-
ever, in a lot of cases, volcanoes lie on ductile substrata
and are likely to spread (Merle and Borgia 1996), or sag
(van Wyk de Vries and Matela 1998). We thus conducted
several experiments with cones having a ductile core and
ductile substrata. In all our experiments flank spreading
was the dominant mode of deformation. This is in agree-
ment with the deformation rates measured for each type
of deformation. The deformation rates in ductile core ex-
periments are about ten times higher than in substrata
spreading experiments explored by Merle and Borgia
(1996). Volcanoes also can stand on sloping or dipping
substrata. A few experiments were run on 0–15� sloping
bases to test the effect of slope, but no relationship was
found. Sloping substrata have a profound effect on sub-
strata spreading, but this process is ten times slower than
flank spreading. However, if spreading in the substrata
has developed before alteration and weakening of the
core, then the pre-existing structure may play a role in
guiding deformation.

Fig. 10A–C Tested parameters
and influence on the deforma-
tion type. A Influence of the
inclusion dimensions and volu-
metric fraction, showed using
DC1bis experiment set corre-
sponding to centred cylindrical
inclusions. A1 For each experi-
ment set, the deformation type
is controlled by the inclusion
dimensions relative to the cone
dimensions, as showed with
DC1bis data. A2 Plot of the
volumetric fraction against the
inclusion axial ratio h/r. As
different inclusion shapes are
tested, volume has to be taken
into account to describe cor-
rectly the transition and com-
pare the different set results. B
Influence of the inclusion shape
on the deformation transition by
plotting deformation type for
the experiment sets with differ-
ent inclusion shapes. No sig-
nificant influence appears. The
plot also shows that symmetric
or asymmetric deformation can
occur even for small volumetric
fraction (10%). C Influence of
the inclusion position on the
transition. Deformation starts at
slightly lower values when the
inclusion is off-centred (closer
to the cone surface)
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Natural cases

This study was inspired by the structural analysis of Ca-
sita volcano that showed that this volcano was deforming
due to an altered core (van Wyk de Vries et al. 2000).
Using the present model results and the geometry of
Casita we can say that it is deforming in a slightly asym-
metric way. Most flanks are deforming, but the southeast
side is spreading preferentially, and it has initiated a large
flank slump. In this slump the altered clays actually out-
crop (Kerle and van Wyk de Vries 2001). The slopes of
Casita show the characteristic profile, except sometimes
lacking the upper concavity due to having originally a
flattish summit. This symmetry and the faults define the
limits of the deforming area (Fig. 1A).

We have chosen several other volcanoes for analysis,
either because they show features that are most likely due
to flank spreading, or because they are end-type volca-
noes, such as volcanoes which are so young that it is
unlikely for them to show spreading. Even if the analogue
modelling simplifies the studied phenomenon, character-
istic deformation patterns have been discovered on some
volcanoes.

Arenal

First, we studied a young, growing stratocone: Arenal, the
most active volcano in Costa Rica. If the cone was altered
enough, or full of deforming magma, structures or a
characteristic slope profile might be detected. Using a
25 m DEM and aerial photographs, we searched for struc-
tures on the cone. The profile is concave and does not
look like a spreading one, even on the older part (East
half) of the cone. There are, however, two features of
interest. One is a set of steps on the East flank (Fig. 11A).
We thought at first that these could be DEM artefacts

(steps are common on such DEMs); however, analysis of
aerial photographs allowed us to confirm their pres-
ence, and subsequently they have been field-verified (G.
Alvarado, pers. comm.). Above these we also find several
small fault scarps on aerial photographs (Fig. 12B). These
features appear to be slight folds in the lava surface where
the layers are sliding downslope on some unstable horizon
(probably scoria). Such features are common on mountain
slopes in layered sedimentary successions that dip downs-
lope (Voight 1979). The higher faults may be partially
compensating this sliding and may also have a regional
tectonic origin (Alvarado 2003).

Despite the intense eruptive activity of the volcano,
suggesting a well-developed and active hydrothermal sys-
tem, no significant deformation pattern appears at Arenal.
This volcano is relatively young (at least 7000 years, from
Alvarado and Leandro 1999) and perhaps it has not had
enough time to develop an altered rock mass big enough to
deform. The particular cone construction, especially the
low amounts of alteration-sensitive pyroclastics, means
that it is less susceptible to hydrothermal weakening. Fi-
nally, intense eruptive activity can mask existing defor-
mation.

Momotombo

As another example of a young stratovolcano, Momo-
tombo, Nicaragua, was chosen. Since 1907, the date of its
last eruption, this of 1258 m high symmetric cone has
had strong fumarolic activity with temperatures reaching
1000�C. Aerial images show that fractures form an ar-
cuate pattern around the summit crater (Fig. 12). The
fractures diverge at the lowest part of the crater, where the
1905 lava flow exited. The sense of movement is normal
at the back of the crater but is strike-slip at the sides. This
pattern is similar to that observed in the asymmetric

Fig. 11A,B Arenal example, Costa Rica. A DEM and profile detail of the East flank, showing stair-like features. B Aerial photograph
overlaid by lava field map. Stair-like features and scarps above are located. Lava field location is from Borgia and Linneman (1990)
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models. Thus, we propose that the deformation is related
to progressive alteration of the summit region by the in-
tense fumarolic activity. If the magma resident in the cone
rises as a plug, it will probably displace the lower side,
possibly generating a summit debris avalanche. This pre-
sents a significant hazard, although the risk of casualties
is low, as the avalanche would pass into little-inhabited
areas and not towards the geothermal stations on the south
flank.

Telica

Telica is a shield-like volcano in northwest Nicaragua. It
is cut by pronounced north-striking faults that are related
to regional strike-slip motion and stress localisation by the
volcanic edifice (van Wyk de Vries and Merle 1998). The
volcano also hosts a major geothermal field (El Najo–San
Jacinto). While investigating these features with DEM
and radar images, we found that the N flank has a de-
pressed area, and that normal faults followed a crescentic
pattern around a depressed area, that is highly altered.
Telica’s lava-dominated shield slopes are 15� in this area,
illustrating the possibility of deformation even at low
angles (Fig. 13). The active crater at Telica also hosts a
vigorous hydrothermal system, and to the north has a set
of crescent faults; these have been previously been in-
terpreted as buried craters. However, they may also be a
small gravity slide associated with a steep step at the
south base of the cone (Fig. 13).

Mombacho

We also investigated volcanoes already presenting col-
lapse structures or important flank slides. Mombacho, a
stratovolcano on the shore of lake Nicaragua, has had
three catastrophic flank collapses in the past. One of
them, the “El Crater” scar and deposits, is probably di-
rectly related to hydrothermal alteration of rocks and
consequent edifice weakening (van Wyk de Vries and
Francis 1997). Fumarolic activity is today still present and
a new cone has grown on the northeast part of the edifice.
This volcano again seems to be developing sliding
structures on its north flank. Normal faults to the north of
the summit have been identified from DEM and aerial
photographs (Fig. 14A), and the northern flank shows a
characteristic concave-convex-concave profile (Fig. 14B
and 14C). The top 500 m section of Mombacho’s north
flank seems to spread and constitutes a threat in case of
collapse for the city of Granada, located less than 10 km
north the volcano.

Orosi-Cacao

Another example is the Orosi-Cacao andesitic complex in
Costa Rica. The volcano Cacao presents two clear sliding
features on its southwest and southeast flanks (Fig. 15).
We digitised maps to create a DEM and used Radar im-
ages to analyse the morphology of these features. Both
the southwest and southeast flank summits present steep
fault scarps interpreted as slump scars, and the two sec-
tors show basal thrusts at their feet. The southeast slump,
presenting curved normal faults at the summit and flank-

Fig. 12 Momotombo example,
Nicaragua. Two photographs of
the crater and sketches high-
lighting fractures and faults
around the summit. Note that
the faults outside the crater on
two flanks form a strike-slip
relay system like in the asym-
metrical models
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ing strike-slip faults, has the clearest similarity with
the analogue experiments, while the southwest one is
more eroded. This feature could be explained by the
southwest debris avalanche deposits that have been re-
lated to partial collapse of this sector and linked to
eruptive activity (Alvarado 2000). Our study confirms
the slumping assumption already made by van Wyk de
Vries and Francis (1997). The similarity with experi-
mental deformation pat-terns, and the presence of rocks
altered by hydrothermal activity as well as breccias and
fumaroles near the volcano indicate a possible link be-
tween the observed deformation and a weak core in the
edifice.

Etna

Mt. Etna is undergoing well-documented gravitational
spreading due to weak substrata and intrusive complex
deformation (e.g. Borgia at al. 1992; Gardu�o et al. 1997;
Borgia et al. 2000; Froger et al. 2001). Etna is highly-
active and could contain a weak core; thus, it is inter-
esting to see if the summit morphology and structure is
consistent with flank spreading. The summit area of Mt.
Etna has a convex-concave-convex profile (Fig. 16). The
high crater area, dominated by newly-built cones and
craters, is steep sided, but flattens (concavity) on most

sides. There is a possible caldera rim (Piano Caldera)
exposed in several places, and below this rim the slopes
become steeper. To the east, slopes drop steeply into the
Valle del Bove where ground cracking and occasional
small landslides have occurred (Murray et al. 1994). The
morphology and structures thus appear consistent with
deformation related to flank spreading: there is a horse-
shoe shaped head region (the Piano Caldera), a convex
and concave lower-mid flank (eastern slope into the Valle
del Bove), and evidence of surface instability (the cracks
and landslides). Further study of these features is required
as the eventual failure and collapse of such a structure
would have serious hazard implications. Flank spreading
would also exert an influence on the upper plumbing
system of the volcano.

Other sites

The Enclos Fouqu� Caldera on Piton de la Fournaise;
Fogo volcano, Cap Verde, and Tenerife on the Canary
islands all have structures that could be caused by flank
spreading (Merle and L�nat 2003). Ruhapehu, New Zea-
land also has a strong hydrothermal system and has a
characteristic flank spreading shape. Many volcanoes in
Central and South America equally have structures and
morphologies that may be caused by flank spreading. We

Fig. 13A–C Telica volcano. A
Shaded relief map of Telica
showing the irregular, but shal-
low northern slopes that are
underlain by a highly active
geothermal resource (El Najo).
B Topographic map (contours
every 20 m), showing the rough
area on the geothermal field. C
Interpretation of the topography
in terms of normal faulting and
sliding at the base. Note also the
steep southern side, where the
active crater area appears to be
sliding as well
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suggest that a worldwide survey should be made using the
new DEM from the Shuttle Terrain Mapping Mission to
determine the number of volcanoes with this type of flank
spreading.

Discussion

Our analogue modelling has showed that ductile core
deformation in a stratocone or a shield volcano creates
typical deformation patterns recognizable on natural vol-
canoes. The presence of these specific structures and
displacements on natural volcanoes could indicate ductile

Fig. 14A–C Mombacho exam-
ple, Nicaragua. A Aerial photo
and structural diagram showing
the Las Isletas and El Crater
collapse scars, as well as the
northwest sliding flank. B Slope
map calculated from DEM. It
shows slope steepening follow-
ing topographic contours on
each side of El Crater scar,
particularly on the SE part, that
can be related to deformation of
the flanks. C Cross profile of
the NW flank, located on B, and
showing the characteristic con-
cave-convex-concave deforma-
tion profile revealed in the ex-
periments

Fig. 15A,B Orosi-cacao complex example, Costa Rica. A DEM
created from 1/50000 topographic map digitalisation. B Schematic
structural map of Orosi-cacao showing the two sliding sectors (SW

and SE flanks). Z1 and Z2 are two zones composing the SW sliding
sector
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behaviour of an altered core. Structures also give infor-
mation on the core’s dimensions and location. Con-
versely, if the approximate spatial extent of the ductile
region is known, experimental results allow us to predict
the types of deformation expected (Figs. 5 and 10).

The scaling shows that for the chosen altered core
viscosity two main deformation types exist in nature:
symmetric and asymmetric deformation. The transition
seen in experiments between the “pit” deformation type
and symmetric or asymmetric deformation corresponds in
fact to the appearance of deformation in nature, as de-
formation by ‘pits’ is not realistic during the average
lifespan of a volcano. This “pit” deformation type could
eventually occur when magma or altered areas with lower
viscosities are considered. Forces controlling deforma-
tion are expressed by the P5 and P6 numbers, which
are proportional to t / m. When these numbers are kept
constant,, pit-type deformation becomes reasonable dur-
ing the development process of a volcano if lower vis-
cosities are chosen.

Gravitational deformation of the ductile-cored edifice
is a reason for slope instability and collapses. According
to the experiments, three collapse generations can be
defined occurring at different stages of the deformation
(Fig. 17):

Generation 1 collapses correspond to superficial fail-
ures that can occur during the gravitational deformation
of the volcano. These are found in areas where slopes get
steeper and where head scar faults develop. They start as
landslides that can transform into small debris avalanches
or into lahars. Experiments showed that they can appear
early during deformation.

Generation 2 collapses are catastrophic flank collapses
that can happen after a period of progressive flank creep
of variable duration. Experiments show that this type of
collapse is likely to occur when deformation is asym-
metric. This avalanche type does not appear in the ex-
periments as a combination of brittle and ductile behav-

iour in a single analogue material was not possible.
However, major faults that developed at the creep head
could act as a sliding surface. In nature, such faults that
develop in the brittle part of the volcano could extend into
the ductile altered body. Field evidence shows that sliding
surfaces can be located in altered zones (van Wyk de
Vries et al. 2000). Brittle/ductile transition of altered
rocks can be explained by a deformation rate increase,
itself related to greater edifice instability. Various mech-
anisms can trigger the increase, such as magma intru-
sion or pore pressure increase. Micro-fracture increase
and fracture coalescence in the altered body could also be
an explanation for the catastrophic collapse mechanism,
as proposed in studies concerning deep-seated landslides
(Petley and Allison 1997). Another possibility to explain
catastrophic collapse is that the altered body works like a
slip layer along which the above rock mass can slide.
Progressive alteration will also increase slippage.

Fig. 16A,B Etna. A shows a shaded relief image of Etna DEM and
B the interpretative structure and morphology. Note the double
convex (cc) concave (cv) structure in the Valle del Bove slope, and
the flattened summit area around the main cones. Such a mor-

phology is consistent with flank spreading directed into the north-
ern part of the Valle del Bove. The geometry and structure of
this postulated deformation may be influenced by the substrata
spreading already occurring at Etna (Borgia et al. 1992)

Fig. 17 The 3 possible generations of collapse during the gravita-
tional deformation of altered core edifices. Collapse areas are lo-
cated by arrows
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Generation 3 collapses originate from collapse scars
when unstable or altered rock bodies remain. Although
they have a small volume compared with type 2, they
could still be devastating. Like generation 1 collapses,
they can lead to small to moderate debris avalanches and
lahars.

All these collapse types can be found in nature, and
field observations show that hydrothermal alteration plays
a significant role in flank destabilization and the ability to
collapse suddenly. Numerous examples of altered prod-
ucts in debris avalanches or apparent connections between
altered areas and collapses have been reported. Among
them we can cite the debris avalanche of Chestina in
Alaska, resulting from a collapse of the Wrangell volcano,
where an important fraction of the clasts was hydrother-
mally altered (Wallace and Waythomas 1999). Strongly
altered products were also found in the 26 December 1997
debris avalanche produced by the south flank collapse of
Soufriere Hills, Montserrat (Komorowski et al. 1999). At
Mt St Helens, a connection between the 1980 collapse and
an old altered dome has been established (Swanson et al.
1995). Siebert (1984) and Siebert et al. (1987) also outline
hydrothermal system development and associated alter-
ation in areas where collapses occurred or where potential
failure exists. We suggest that hydrothermal activity (al-
teration and pore pressure effects) plays a significant role
in collapse generation for two reasons: (1) it creates weak
zones in the edifice where failure can occur when phe-
nomena like magma intrusion or seismic events occur.
This concerns, for example, the Mt St Helens and Sou-
friere Hills cases cited above. (2) It induces gravitational
deformation of the edifice and subsequent flank destabi-
lization as shown in the experiments.

Flank bulging is one of the features developed during
gravitational deformation of altered core volcanoes. A
similar bulge can also be produced by magma intrusion
(Donnadieu and Merle 1998; Donnadieu et al. 2003).
Distinction between these two phenomena that produce
similar features can be done using quantitative informa-
tion obtained in the laboratory for each deformation. This
can be achieved using digital photogrammetry and profile
displacements based on series of images. Compared to
ductile core models, intrusion models present: (1) a larger
horizontal component in the bulge area, (2) a possible
continuous and positive Z deformation for some points on
the bulge, (3) a global positive volume balance and (4) a
more rapid deformation.

Conclusions

Hydrothermal system activity produces, through rock al-
teration and high pore pressure, a weak zone inside a
volcano. The altered volcano core deforms under gravity.
Our analogue modelling has characterised this phenom-
enon. The models show:

– A characteristic concave-convex-concave profile of
deformed flanks. Two deformation patterns exist de-

pending on whether the altered core is centred or not
relative to the edifice. The symmetric case is charac-
terized by an extension area of variable size in the
upper part of the cone with radial and concentric nor-
mal faults, and small thrusts at the foot of the convex
area (bulge belt). In an asymmetric configuration,
preferential spreading occurs. Sub-vertical crescent
faults develop at the slump summit and thrusts appear
at its front. Normal faults orthogonal to the deforma-
tion axis appear on the slump sector and sometimes
grabens develop on the summit.

– Deformation is controlled by the volume, the position
and the dimensions of the ductile core relative to the
edifice size. The volcano can deform even if only a
small fraction of the rock is altered: 10% of the total
edifice volume is sufficient.

– Vertical displacement dominates in the upper part of
the cone, while maximum horizontal displacement ap-
pears at the upper concave-convex transition and in the
bulge area.

– It is a long-term deformation that takes tens to thou-
sands of years, taking into account the appropriate
scaling and viscosities.

– Preferential spreading is the most frequent case as
perfect symmetry does not really exist in nature, or
in the laboratory. The resulting flank destabilization
constitutes a major risk for these volcanoes. Small to
huge catastrophic flank collapses can potentially oc-
cur, even if the volcano is dormant and thus not well
monitored. Particular attention needs to be paid to
volcanoes presenting such suspicious features, and
suitable monitoring programmes are necessary to deal
with the potential hazards.

We have outlined similar deformation patterns on several
volcanoes, confirming that these phenomena exist in na-
ture. This leads to questions regarding the common horse-
shoe structure on volcanoes. It is of interest to re-examine
such structures that have previously been interpreted as
collapse scars, because they could also be induced by
flank spreading and thus be a pre- rather than a post-
collapse feature.
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